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Here at Bananagrams Inc., our mission is to create play experiences that resonate. We aim to 
bring family and friends together with simple, yet engaging gameplay that promotes meaningful 
connections, and builds lasting memories. Whether at the kitchen table, or on the living room  
floor, our goal is to bring loved ones together. 

We are so proud and honored that our classic game, BANANAGRAMS®, has not only become a  
staple of game nights everywhere, and a permanent fixture of word-nerd culture, but is also a 
proven educational tool used by parents and teachers alike.

Building upon that success, we have expanded our portfolio of fun to include a variety of games 
designed to begin with a smile, and end with a laugh. These pages are filled with games that  
will inspire children to create, and challenge adults to be silly. And after the game is over, we’re  
confident that everyone will say, “Let’s play again!”

WE'RE BANANAS, & MORE!
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Display Tray (12 ct.) 
W 11.25" x H 10.875" x D 9" 

The anagram  
game that drives  
you bananas!
Classic BANANAGRAMS®  
BAN001 

Addictively simple, and simply addictive, BANANAGRAMS is the fast and 
frantic word game enjoyed by millions! Players and their opponents aim  
to use all of their letters to build their own word grid in a race to the 
finish. The first player to use all of their tiles is crowned “Top Banana”! 

BANANAGRAMS requires no pencil, paper, or board, and comes in a  
small portable banana-shaped pouch. Perfect for ages 7 and up—at  
home or on the go.

Classic BANANAGRAMS is also available in: 
French (FCB001), Spanish (MSB001) and Hebrew (HBN001)

Ages 7-107  
1 to 8 Players

Includes: 144 Letter Tiles & Instructions

Spanish

French

Hebrew
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Double the fun with 
double the tiles!
Double BANANAGRAMS®  
DBN003

Our bigger banana for a larger bunch packs double the tiles  
for up to 16 players. Fast and frantic, now larger groups of  
players can race against each other to build winning word  
grids. Double BANANAGRAMS requires no pencil, paper, or  
board—just a little more speed to be the first to finish and  
claim Top Banana accolades!

Ages 7–107  
1 to 16 Players

Includes: 288 Letter Tiles & Instructions

Display Tray (6 ct.) 
W 11.25" x H 10.875" x D 9" 288

TILES!
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The addictive word game 
with added elegance, 
style, and fun!
BANANAGRAMS® Signature Edition 

SGT001

BANANAGRAMS Signature Edition combines premium packaging and  
deluxe components with all the fun and excitement of BANANAGRAMS 
gameplay. 

The game features 144 elegant brown and gold letter tiles, ten “Luxe” 
tiles for an added twist, and unique sewn in fabric rules—all in a 
premium printed fabric pouch. 

BANANAGRAMS Signature Edition impresses with added elegance, 
style and fun!

Ages 7-107  
1 to 8 Players

Includes: 144 Letter Tiles, 8 Luxe Tiles, & Instructions

NEW!
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Premium Display Box 
W 4.5" x H 11.25" x D 3.25" 
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Display Tray (12 ct.) 
W 11.25" x H 10.875" x D 9" 

Display Tray Slim (6 ct.) 
W 8" x H 8.5" x D 7"

A green banana  
perfect for the  
younger bunch!
My First BANANAGRAMS® 
MFB001

Perfect for the pre-reader and early learner, My First BANANAGRAMS 
uniquely utilizes lowercase letters and combo-letter word building 
tiles which are the first steps in word creation. Aligning perfectly with 
current reading curriculums, this game encourages children's love for 
word games and wordplay. With multiple mini exercises and games, My 
First BANANAGRAMS creates a step by step play-progression towards 
ultimately learning how to play a full game of BANANAGRAMS. 

Ages 4+  
1 to 4 Players

Includes: 80 Single Letter Tiles, 13 Combo-Letter Tiles, & Instructions
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Easy to see larger  
letter tiles for low 
vision!
Big Letter BANANAGRAMS® 
BLE001

Addictively simple, and simply addictive, BANANAGRAMS is the fast 
and frantic word game that now comes in an easier to see edition! 
New larger, bolder, and higher contrast letter tiles—designed for low 
vision players—aid in easy to read game play so players can focus on 
grabbing that “Top Banana” title! Big Letter BANANAGRAMS requires 
no pencil, paper, or board, and comes in a portable banana-shaped 
pouch. Perfect for ages 7 and up—at home or on the go.

Ages 7-107  
1 to 8 Players

Includes: 144 Letter Tiles, & Instructions

50% Larger Letters!

Display Tray (6 ct.) 
W 11.25" x H 10.875" x D 9" 

A portion of proceeds is donated to 
the American Macular Degeneration 
Foundation.
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Mix in the chaos,  
stir up the fun!
BANANAGRAMS® Party Edition 
PEB001

BANANAGRAMS Party Edition features pandemonium inducing Party 
Power tiles that add a hilarious and energetic new dimension to our 
classic game! Players racing to complete their word grids are now 
faced with challenges and high jinks! From racing around the table, 
to destroying an opponent’s word grid—no two games will ever be the 
same! Fun and more sociable than ever before, BANANAGRAMS Party 
Edition is sure to entertain.

Ages 10+  
2 to 8 Players

Includes: 144 Letter Tiles, 14 Party Tiles, & Instructions

Display Tray (12 ct.) 
W 11.25" x H 10.875" x D 9" 
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The addictive word 
game goes wild!
BANANAGRAMS® Wild Tiles 
WTB001

Go wild with BANANAGRAMS WildTiles! The game includes six special  
tiles that put a whole new spin on the original BANANAGRAMS word game.  
As players race to build word grids, they can pick up these special tiles and 
use them as stand-ins for any letter as many times as needed! Wild tiles 
change the game! But don’t monkey around, speed still counts! The first to 
use all their tiles wins. Everything you need to play is included in the themed 
banana pouch. It’s wild go anywhere fun for everyone! 

Ages 7+  
1 to 8 Players

Includes: 144 Letter Tiles, 6 Wild Tiles, & Instructions

Display Tray (6 ct.) 
W 8.5" x H 8" x D 7"
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Display Tray (6 ct.) 
W 8.5" x H 8.5" x D 7" 

To Life, Liberty, and 
the Pursuit of Top 
Banana!
BANANAGRAMS® Stars & Stripes  

SAS001

You’ll have stars in your eyes over this Stars & Stripes 
themed version of BANANAGRAMS! The game includes  
8 special liberty tiles that put a patriotic spin on our Classic 
BANANAGRAMS word game. As players race to build word 
grids, they can pick up liberty tiles and use them as stand-
ins for any letter! Take the liberty to move quickly because 
the first to use all their tiles wins! With everything needed 
to play included in the banana pouch, this Stars & Stripes 
Edition is go-anywhere fun for everyone!

Ages 7-107  
1 to 8 Players

Includes: 144 Letter Tiles, 8 Liberty Tiles, & Instructions

NEW!
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Display Tray (6 ct.) 
W 8.5" x H 8.5" x D 7" 

The perfect game for 
the most wonderful 
time of the year!
BANANAGRAMS® Winter Wonderland  

WWB001

Good things come in small packages. Players will  have a 
jolly time with this Winter Wonderland themed version of 
BANANAGRAMS! Included are eight festive tiles that put a 
jovial twist on our classic game! These bonus tiles allow for 
limitless word creations, making this the perfect game for 
all ages! Don’t be left out in the cold—speed counts! The 
first player to use all their tiles wins! With everything you 
need to play included in this banana pouch, it's jubliant, go-
anywhere fun for everyone!

Ages 7-107  
1 to 8 Players

Includes: 144 Letter Tiles, 8 Festive Tiles, & Instructions

NEW!
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Display Tray (6 ct.) 
W 8.5" x H 8.5" x D 7" 

Take a deep dive into 
the game enjoyed by 
millions!
BANANAGRAMS® Oceanic  

OTB001

You’ll have a whale of a time with this whimsical, ocean 
themed version of BANANAGRAMS! The game includes  
8 special oceanic tiles that put  a seaworthy twist on our 
Classic BANANAGRAMS word game. As players race to  
build word grids, they can pick up oceanic tiles and use them 
as stand-ins for any letter! Sink or swim, players must move 
quickly because the first to use all their tiles wins! With 
everything needed to play included in the banana pouch,  
it's unfathomable, go-anywhere fun for everyone!

Ages 7-107  
1 to 8 Players

Includes: 144 Letter Tiles, 8 Ocean Tiles, & Instructions

NEW!
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Customize our classic  
game pouch!
Custom BANANAGRAMS®  
CBN001

Did you know that our iconic yellow banana pouch is available to customize to suit your business needs? 
It’s the perfect tourist keepsake!

Provide us with custom copy, or your one-color logo and we’ll print it on our BANANAGRAMS pouch. Gift 
shops, museum shops, beloved toy stores—give your guests a keepsake that will stand the test of time!

There is a 24 game minimum order. Please allow 4 to 6 weeks for the order to be completed. For larger 
quantities, please contact us directly.

Ages 7–107  
1 to 8 Players

Includes: 144 Letter Tiles & Instructions
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The small space  
word race!
BANANAGRAMS® Duel 
DUE001

It’s a head-to-head BANANAGRAMS snack for cozy spaces and on-the-go 
play! Two players face off in a race to build their own word grid using letter 
cubes. BANANAGRAMS Duel includes fun banana-shaped theme cards 
for an added challenge during every round of play! The 24 dice feature all 
144 letters from the classic game crafted into a perfect BANANAGRAMS 
experience for two!

Ages 7+ 
2 Players

Includes: Portable Case, 24 Dice, 20 Theme Cards & Instructions

Package Dimensions 
W 5" x H 6.75" x D 2"

Display Tray (6 ct.) 
W 13" x H 6.75" x D 8"
Dimensions subject to change. 
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Ninja-like know how  
steals the game!  
Cobra Paw® 
CBP001

Ninja-like reflexes, sharp recognition skills, and mental fortitude steals the 
game in this tile-snatching challenge, Cobra Paw! Players take turns rolling the 
dice (featuring 6 unique symbols), spotting the tile with the matching pattern, 
then grabbing it before their opponents. The first player to snatch up 6 tiles 
wins the game and bestows great honor to the Grand Shidoshi, Master Meow!

Ages 6+ 
2 to 6 Players

Includes: 21 Tiles, 2 Dice & Instructions

Box Dimensions 
W 7.5" x H 6.5" x D 2"
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The portable pass  
and play quiz game!
Smart 10 
SMT001

SMART 10 is the portable quiz game where every card has  
a question with ten possible answers, so every player gets a 
chance to show off their smarts! Players take turns guessing 
answers and passing to the next player. Right answers gain a 
point, but players beware, incorrect answers lose everything 
earned that round. Play smartly, as pass or play decisions  
can make or break the game! The first player or team to reach  
30 points wins!  

Ages 10+ 
2 to 8 Players

Includes: Portable Game Container with Scoring Counters,  
200 Questions, 10 Point Markers & Instructions

Box Dimensions 
W 9.75" x H 9.75" x D 2"
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The sweet slice and dice  
game of risk and reward! 
Countaloupe™  
CTP001

Countaloupe, our new dice counting game, encourages players to use 
their melon! Roll the dice, count the seeds, and be the first player to 
get rid of all the slice cards in the deck. Stop there or keep rolling, but 
be careful—one rotten roll of the dice can ripen or squash the chance 
for sweet victory!

Ages 7+  
1 to 4 Players

Includes: 64 Cards,  5 Regular Dice,   
1 Chance Die,  1 Nope! Chip & Instructions

Box Dimensions 
W 5" x H 5" x D 1.5"
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Take your turn to  
build a word worm!
Appletters®  
APP002

Appletters, a perfect pick for early readers, is a game where 
players take turns to build a “word worm”! The first to use 
all their tiles by adding letters to the head or tail of the word 
grid wins! Parents and educators agree, Appletters enhances 
strategic thinking, promotes turn-taking, and improves 
concentration. It's the core of every family game night!

Ages 5+  
1 to 4 Players

Includes: 110 Cardboard Letter Tiles,  
4 Shields & Instructions

Box Dimensions 
W 7.5" x H 7.5" x D 1.5"
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It's a rollin', flippin', 
word makin' slice  
of fun!  
Word-A-Melon® 

WAM002

Word-A-Melon is the family-fun word search game 
where players take turns rolling the die, flipping the 
cardboard letter chips and creating words with the 
overturned letters. Unused letters are flipped back 
over so players must be sure to use their melon to 
remember where they are! The player with the most 
chips wins the game!

Ages 6+  
2 to 4 Players

Includes: 60 Letter Chips, Die,  
Gameboard & Instructions

Box Dimensions 
W 7.5" x H 7.5" x D 1.5"
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Acutely contagious. 
Infectiously fun!
Gurms™ 
GRM002

This light strategy tile placing game has a contagiously 
cute theme and is the perfect cure for the bored family 
blues! Players choose one of four different pawns and 
take turns placing tiles one at a time, on a shared grid, 
in an attempt to complete as many of their character’s 
symbols as possible. Score additional points for groupings 
of the same symbol. Each character has its own color, 
making for vivid and lively gameplay that the whole 
family will enjoy. These Gurms want to bust out of their 
box and take over your game table! 

Ages 6+  
2 to 4 Players

Includes: 60 Game Tiles, Starter Tile, 4 Gurm  
Figures, 4 Pawn Stands & Instructions

Box Dimensions 
W 7.5" x H 7.5" x D 1.5"
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Burgle your way  
to saving the day!
The Furglars™ 
FRG001

The Furglars is a dice rolling game that takes game night to a strange 
and mysterious place. Players take turns rolling an ever changing 
quantity of dice hoping to capture Furgles, which are represented by  
the furry side of each die. Furgles are then traded in for precious Bullion 
Points. The dice also feature a lock icon which protects Furgles, and a 
hand icon that can be used to pick locks and steal Furgles from other 
players. The first player to collect 15 Bullion Points wins the game!

Ages 7+ 
2 to 6 Players

Includes: 20 Furry Furgle Dice, 20 Bullion Bars, 6 Capture Cards,  
Bullion Bank Card & Instructions

Box Dimensions 
W 5.5" x H 9.5" x D 2"
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A fast-paced emoji  
card game.
Emojinks™  
EMJ001

Emojinks is the family card game that will keep everyone sitting on 
the edge of their seat until the very last second! Players flip two cards 
and race to spot the matching icon. First to find it wins the set! With 
multiple difficulty levels, Emojinks is a 2-in-1 game that sharpens 
visual perception, tracking skills, and observational acuity. Conveniently 
packaged in a durable, compact tin, Emojinks makes for a perfect  
travel play experience!

Ages 5+ 
2+ Players 

Includes: Portable Tin and Lid, 57 Double-Sided Cards & Instructions 

Tin Dimensions  
W 4.375" x H 3.75" x D 2.25"
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Community Initiatives
We know how much fun and laughter a game of BANANAGRAMS® is can 
inspire—and how those good laughs and fun times can bring heeling relief 
between friends and family in hard times.

That is why Bananagrams, Inc. has a strong commitment to supporting 
communities in need—families battling childhood cancers, autism, poverty, 
dealing with spinal cord injuries, and supporting military families stationed 
around the world.

We partner with select organizations every year to donate BANANAGRAMS 
games to ease their stress, show our appreciation for their sacrifice, and  
bring these families together through play.
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Bananagrams, Inc. 
145 Carolina Avenue 
Providence, RI 02905

844.218.5566 
sales@bananagrams.com

www.bananagrams.com


